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Hassaniya Arabic transcript: 
 

�:ك� ؟ is that summer program,  ا!)'&%$# ا! �
�ا!)'&%$# ا,  ا+:س�� !  
   ب�. ا!23ا1' و ب�. أ,)%&�%؟:ك
 ب�., $. آ= ,>@ MC 6(78د $K�. $. ا!J'آ@ ا! H'اوی�. $. ا!:G�F, هEاك أ? C%یAت أ,)%&�@ و? ب%<= $>;:%ت أ,)%&�% 78)6, اه4 :س

 FN�ب OP:و ی @<, 'PK<Qات و أO<, R(,@أ�ول ا?وروبM!ر اOی, شEت $. هAی%C ب أوروب% وO<أ? دول ج %$O:C و FN;(78 ولM!ا X
]�= ب�M$ FNة ا! �Y آ%$=J8 .اتO<, R(,ي أM<C MH$ [�P$ %&ا أO., أی�% $'8�ذاك _^[ أ,)%& a_%C FQ .$ و %^&'b ]^_ . ?أ �<Kی

� C. ا!H'ارة و , MK78ي و O8ف $R ا!K%یc@ ا?,)%&�@P:8 �c$أ ]_O!ا e�& �b و ذا آ%$= و FN8دا%C و @b%7f!ا �:cKJ8 و @gc!ا �:cKJ8
F�G:!ا �b ن%:H!ا .  

K: What is your best experience while you were there, your finest memory? 
� !)�^. و هEاك $. ا!)Mای@ أ&% $% آ>[ .  ,>@C11%د!O ی:� ,  ب:% أ&E$ %Nا!N%:سb O$OK& %<�P$ ة'$ �<C 'آE& '�gآ' أ_)%!@ یE& %$ اOأی

]:cK8 '�gم یOK& ف'K& .�� !)�^. و _:[ &H%$'هFو $>�. cK8:[ شb ی. ی3:)2وMوح ] , %$ �&MC %$ و ]H> X�cC %NJو $% ردی
]_'q .',%ی %N<$ ]:cK8 '�gآ%&[ 38'ب@ زی>@ ی %$ XیEه .  

 
 
English translation: 
 
K: What is this summer program – is that the summer program...? 
S: Ahh, the summer program. 
K: Yeah, between Spain and Algeria? 
S: It is basically Spanish families or organizations, each summer they take a certain number of 
Saharawi children from the camps, between the ages of seven and twelve, to European countries. It is 
mostly families from southern Europe. They take the children for the summer. For instance, when I was 
seven, I went to France and then I went to Spain twice. You basically stay with the family, you learn 
the language and the culture, and at the same time you go away from the sun and the heat in the camps. 
K: What is your best experience while you were there, your finest memory? 
S: Since it was so long ago, almost eleven years ago, I don't remember much. But I remember once I 
went with the host family to swim in a swimming pool. When I first came, I didn't know how to swim 
but then I learned. After I learned, I saw people jumping in the deep pool, and so I decided to do the 
same thing. I jumped and I almost drowned. It was not the best experience but it taught me a lot. 
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